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ALDER BRIDGE SCHOOL
CURRICULUM POLICY FOR KINDERGARTEN

This policy outlines the content of the curriculum for the Kindergarten children.  

Cognitive, social, emotional and physical skills are accorded equal value in the Kindergarten and many different 
competencies are developed.  Teaching is by example rather than by direct instruction and is integrated rather than subject based. 
In recognition of its vital role in early education, children are given time to play.  Emphasis is given to regular patterns of activities 
both within the day and over each week, and a cyclical pattern is reflected in themes of work related to seasons of the year. The 
policy follows these general principles for Kindergarten as set out in ‘The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf 
Curriculum’ by Martin Rawson and Tobias Richter.

The statutory ‘Early Years Foundation Stage’ (EYFS) – birth to 5 years, ie K2, K3 and K4 – applies in the Kindergarten, and 
sets out both learning and development requirements as well as safeguarding and welfare requirements.  Because there are areas 
which conflict with Steiner Waldorf early childhood principles and practice, the Kindergarten has received ‘Exemptions and 
Modifications’ in the areas of Literacy and Mathematics.  Details are set out in the ‘Exemptions and Modifications List’ in Appendix 
A.  The DfE Phonics programme ‘Letters and Sounds’, Phase One, is followed in the Kindergarten.
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Children over 5 are of compulsory school age and the curriculum for their stage - K5 – shows progression from the EYFS 
and differentiation, and what is expected of the older children, and what and how they will learn through their curriculum.

The following supporting documents can be found as appendices:

A   Exemptions and Modifications from the Learning and Development Requirements (EYFS)

B   Curricular Activities in Steiner Waldorf Settings for 5-7 Year Olds

C   The Woven Curriculum: PSHE; SMSC & British Values; Wellbeing; RSHE

D    Language and Literacy in the Steiner Waldorf Kindergarten

KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM 
SCHEME OF WORK

KINDERGARTEN YEAR – K2  

Children will learn to: Learning opportunities are provided by staff who:

COMMUNICATION & LANGUAGE
Listening and Attention

Recognise and respond to familiar sounds, e.g. knock on the door etc. 
Show interest in play with sounds, songs & rhymes.

Model and support listening skills.  Remind children about ‘listening ears’.

Tell simple, repetitive stories.

Include simple songs and rhymes in ring time.

Understanding

Understand more complex sentences, e.g. ‘put toys away then we’ll eat’. Give clear instructions.
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Understand ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ questions. 

Develop understanding of simple concepts – big/little etc Use gestures to support understanding, especially for children with EAL.

Speaking

Use language as a way to widening contacts, expressing thoughts etc. 

Hold a conversation, jumping from topic to topic. 

Learn new words and be able to use them in communicating.

Use simple sentences. Begin to use word endings – going, cats.

Give children time to find words to speak.

Use and promote gestures and other types of non-verbal communication, 
especially with children with EAL.

Ensure KG adults use clear and accurate speech.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Moving and Handling

Move safely on the whole foot. 

Squat and stand up again with steadiness. 

Start to climb equipment/trees. 

Turn pages in a book, sometimes several at once. 

Walk up stairs, holding onto rail two feet to a step.

Include different types of movement in ring time.

Model correct hold for tools/ implements.

Health and Self-Care

Feed self with a spoon. 

Drink well without spilling.

Begin to be independent in toileting needs, even if still often needs support.

Model and support self-care, and hold and technique.
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PERSONAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Self confidence

Separate from main carer with support.  Begin to express own interest and/
or preference.

Offer transition support.

Managing Feelings

Seek comfort from familiar adults when needed. 

Try to help, or give comfort when others are distressed. 

Start to understand some boundaries and routines.

Support children to follow the rhythm of the session.

Provide predictable routines.

Give support during transitions and forming habits.

Making Relationships

Start to show interest in others’ play and start to join in. 

Begin making positive relationships with people who are special to them.

Ensure children have opportunities to join in play and activities.

LITERACY

Reading and Writing

Have some favourite stories, songs etc. 

Repeat some words or phrases from known stories or songs. 

Experiencing mark-making

Provide opportunities for drawing and mark-making.

Tell simple and repetitive stories.

Include familiar finger rhymes / nursery rhymes in ring time.

MATHEMATICS

Numbers
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Show interest in numbers. 

Begin to count. 

Start to use some quantitative language, ‘more’, ‘a lot’ etc.

Model meaningful counting in Kindergarten, eg in baking, table-laying.

Shape, Space and Measures

Start noticing shapes, naming some shapes and/or sizes. 

Anticipate some time-based events, e.g. mealtime or home time.

Use shape names.  

Reinforce the rhythm of the sessions – referring to the schedule of events 
rather than chronological time

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

People and Communities

Have a sense of your own immediate family and relations. In play, imitate 
everyday actions and events from your own family/cultural background, e.g.
making/drinking tea. 

Start to show interest in ‘making friends’.

Provide opportunities for role play, house games etc.

Support children in making friendships.

The World

Enjoy small-world play, e.g. farm, train track. 

Notice some detailed features of objects in the environment.

Provide opportunities for children to play with puppet show-type items to 
make scenarios; and to spend time outdoors in the natural environment.

Technology

Show some interest in equipment for activities or play. Model use of equipment in the Kindergarten.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS & DESIGN
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Media and Materials

Join in with some singing. Enjoys making sounds/noises by banging, 

tapping etc. 

Enjoy the experience of colours when painting.

Provide opportunities for singing, eg ringtimes, transition songs.

Being Imaginative

Begin to show interest in imaginative role play. Provide materials for play: dressing up clothes; play items; house items.

Support children in play, especially if new, young, have EAL or SEND.

KINDERGARTEN YEAR – K3

Children will learn to: Learning opportunities are provided by staff who:

COMMUNICATION & LANGUAGE

Listening and Attention

Listen to others one to one and in small groups when the conversation 
interests them. Listen to simple stories and/or puppet shows, and join in 
with refrains.    

Listen to adults’ instructions.

Model and support listening to others eg at snacktime.  Encourage attentive 
listening and waiting for a space to speak in.

Use simple, repetitive stories, songs and rhymes.

Support children to follow simple instructions.
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Understanding

Respond appropriately to simple instructions and comments.                            
Demonstrate my understanding through appropriate imitation.

Provide opportunities to help with tasks and follow instructions.

Model skills and activities.

Use props, eg puppets, to extend understanding of stories – especially for 
children with EAL.

Speaking

In play, begin to use language to recreate roles and experiences. 

Connect ideas, and retell simple events in sequence.  

Focus vocabulary and conversations on people, objects and stories that are 
important to them.

Extend children’s speech by adding words to their speech and by using new 
words to increase vocabulary.

Facilitate free/imaginative play.

Reflect back speech accurately to correct it.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Moving and Handling

Move in a range of ways, and walk up and down stairs. 

Stand momentarily on one foot. 

Catch a large ball. 

Use equipment and tools, sometimes with some support, including crayons 
and paintbrushes.

Support and model fine motor skills eg pouring water, cutting food.

Encourage engagement in ringtime movement. 

Provide

 suitable indoor and outdoor equipment for a variety of movement.

Health and Self-Care

Use utensils to eat wholesome food.  Model and support independence in dressing, nose-blowing, toilet use and 
hand washing etc.  
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Attend to toileting needs most of the time. 

With some support, dress and undress, including getting ready for outdoor 
play.

Provide support through good habits and strong routines.

Equip the environment with appropriate child-friendly/accessible facilities.

Offer healthy snack meals with appropriate utensils.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Self confidence

Select and use resources with help.  Become confident to try new activities. 
Play independently, and ask familiar adults for help. 

Offer help/support in new situations

Encourage/support independent play.

Managing Feelings

Respond to the rhythm, routine, transitions and expectations of the setting. 
Understand the concepts of sharing and turn taking. 

Begin to accept the needs of others.

Remind children of Kindergarten ‘manners’ and ‘golden rules’.

Support children in negotiating and finding resolutions.

Making Relationships

Play in a group, demonstrating friendly behaviour. 

Begin to show sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others. 

Offer help when it is needed. 

Support children in developing positive relationships and friendships.

Model ways of helping and comforting.

LITERACY

Reading and Writing

Enjoy rhymes and rhyming activities. Listen to and join in with stories and Support children in listening to stories and puppet shows.
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poems. 

Join in repeated refrains and anticipate key events in stories. 

Show an interest in books and look at them independently.

Provide picture books / early reader.

MATHEMATICS

Number

Use some number names and number language in play. 

Recite numbers in order to 10. Become curious about numbers.

Become interested in numerals in the environment and ask questions or 
comment on the significance of numbers (e.g. birthdays).

Model and encourage use of mathematical language, eg number names.

Shape, Space and Measures

Show an interest in playing with shapes or making an arrangement with 
objects. 

Use positional language.  

Show interest in shape by sustained construction activity or by talking about 
shapes or arrangements. 

Begin to talk about the shapes of everyday objects.

Model use of geometric names and patterns.

Model use of everyday language for positions.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

People and Communities

Show an interest in the lives of familiar people in my community. Enable and support conversations eg at mealtimes so children can share 
stories of events and experiences with others
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Begin to talk about significant events in own experience. 

Become aware of some of the things that make them unique and can talk 
about some similarities and differences in relation to family.

The World

Have an interest in the natural world and talk about some things

that they have observed. Have an interest in why things happen and how 
things work.  

Show care and concern for living things and the environment. 

Provide variety in natural environment experiences eg local walk, time in the
woods or nearby nature reserve; going out in different weather; noticing 
plants and animals.

Technology

Have an interest in using equipment for activities or play. Support children using simple equipment for regular activities such as knives
for food preparation, apple peeler for preparing apple rings.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS & DESIGN

Media and Materials

Enjoy movement, music and ring games. 

Begin to sing familiar songs.  

Explore colour and how it changes when mixed.  

Begin to discuss my drawings.  

Use a variety of materials for construction.

Provide a variety of movements and songs in ring time. 

Provide materials and craft activities.

Model use of paints, crayons, etc.

Being Imaginative
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Imitate adults and other children including during play. 

Engage in imaginative role play based on my own experiences. 

Use available resources as props to support play. 

Capture experiences and respond with a range of media such as music, 
movement, paint etc.

Prepare resources for play. 

Demonstrate craft skills.

Prepare and provide high quality ring times.

KINDERGARTEN YEAR – K4

Children will learn to: Learning opportunities are provided by staff who:

COMMUNICATIONS & LANGUAGE

Listening and Attention

Listen attentively in a range of situations. 

Listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events, and respond to what is 
heard with relevant comments, questions or actions. 

Pay attention to what others say and respond appropriately while engaged 
in another activity.

Model and support attentive listening.  Ensure opportunities for all children 
to speak and to be listened to, eg at craft/meal table.   

Include increasingly complex stories, songs and rhymes.

Provide opportunities, e.g. walks, to listen to sounds in the natural 
environment.

Understanding

Follow instructions involving several ideas or actions. 

Demonstrate understanding in response to stories or events or when 
recounting my experiences.

Provide opportunities for more complex tasks, eg serving food.

Extend conversations with children, especially with those with EAL / SEND.
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Speaking

Express themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs. 

Use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events 
that have happened or are to happen in the future.   

Develop my own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events.

Guide conversations where necessary so all children can speak and listen.

Help understanding by offering alternative words

Encourage KG adults to use wide vocabulary.

Use songs/rhymes in languages other than English

Use “I wonder……” to encourage children to contribute ideas.

Model language for dealing with challenging situations.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Moving and Handling

Show good control and coordination in large and small movements.

I move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space. 

I handle equipment and tools effectively, including crayons for mark making.

Provide a physical environment and equipment to enable fine and large 
movements eg: construction indoors and out with planks, tyres and boxes; 
items to set up puppet shows; walks in different environments with 
opportunities for running, jumping etc.

Health and Self-Care

Know the importance for good health of physical exercise, and a healthy 
diet, and talk about ways to keep healthy and safe. 

Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including 
dressing and going to the toilet independently.

Make references to the need for a healthy lifestyle and make routines to 
support this, e.g. healthy food at snacktime; lunch food policy; rest after 
lunchtime.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Self Confidence

Feel confident to try new activities. 

Talk about their ideas, and choose the resources they need for their chosen 
activities. 

Say when they do or don’t need help.

Offer help when it is requested.

Support the children in decision making.

Offer choice of resources to children eg in craft activities.

Managing Feelings

Show awareness of others feelings and talk about their own and others’ 
behaviour. 

Know that some behaviour is unacceptable. 

Work as part of a group or class, and understand and follow rules. 

Adjust their behaviour to different situations and take changes of routine in 
their stride.

Provide tasks and activities that require sharing, turn-taking and co-
operation; eg table laying, folding cloths.

Ensure injustices are addressed and resolved.

Support children to ‘make reparation’ after incidents.

Model fairness.

Model naming and dealing with feelings.

Provide resources for role play.

Making Relationships

Play cooperatively, taking turns with others. 

Take account of others ideas about how to organise their activity.  

Become sensitive of others’ needs and feelings. 

Form positive relationships with adults and other children.

Provide resources for role play.

Support children in negotiating and resolving situations.

LITERACY
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Reading and Writing

Develop pre-reading skills, including phonological awareness, an 
understanding of the language of story and verse. 

Make a connection between the written and spoken word. 

Develop a wider vocabulary. 

Be imaginative by ‘reading the pictures’.  

Develop physical dexterity in turning pages appropriately.
Make purposeful marks on paper and talk about what they represent.

Model purposeful reading and writing in Kindergarten.

Provide books with stories told at story time and as puppet shows.  Read 
stories from books in the book basket – providing opportunities for making 
visual and oral connections with the books’ content.

Provide opportunities for writing - eg name labels – and support children in 
this.

Model reading for enjoyment eg after lunch stories.

Model and support correct (tripod) grip.

Use games, songs and rhymes that promote phonological awareness eg in 
ring time.

MATHEMATICS

Number

I orally count reliably from 1 to 20, place them in order and say which 
number is one more or one less than a given number. 

Using quantities and objects in everyday activities and play, I add and 
subtract two single-digit numbers and count on or back to find the answer. 
In everyday activities and play I solve problems, including doubling, halving 
and sharing.

Use “I wonder….”  to encourage children to offer suggestions and ideas.

Include counting rhymes in ringtimes.

Model counting and use of numbers.

Shape, Space and Measures
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Use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, position, 
distance, time and money to compare quantities and objects and to solve 
problems. 

Recognise, create and describe patterns. 

Explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use 
mathematical language to describe them.

Provide opportunities for measuring and shape recognition and making eg 
baking, craft activities.

Model use of language for time: hours, minutes, days, weeks, months, years 
etc.

Provide resources for using money in play.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

People and Communities

Talk about past and present events in my own and family's lives and in the 
lives of others. 

Know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things, and are 
sensitive to this. 

Know about similarities and differences between themselves and others and
among families, communities. 

Begin to understand cultures and traditions.

Support the understanding and accepting of differences e.g. by telling 
relevant stories.

Strengthen positive pictures of cultures by sharing and celebrating special 
events.

The World

Become aware of similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, 
materials and living things. Talk about the features of their own 
environment and how environments might vary from one to another. 

Make observations of animals and plants. Explain why some things occur 
(weather etc.) and talk about changes. 

Use relevant vocabulary to talk about features in the environment.

Involve children in growing vegetables and flowers, caring for the garden, 
feeding the wildlife.
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Show concern for protecting and caring for their environment.

Technology

Use relevant vocabulary to talk about features in the environment.

Involve children in growing vegetables and flowers, caring for the garden, 
feeding the wildlife.

Provide opportunities for using manual equipment in the KG for crafts such 
as carders, hand drills saws, etc.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS & DESIGN

Media and Materials

Sing songs, make music and dance. Experiment with ways of changing what 
they have learned. 

Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function.

Model use of tools and materials in crafts and domestic activities.

Being Imaginative

Use media and materials in original ways, thinking about uses and purposes. 
Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through design and non-
electronic technology, art, music, dance, role play and stories.  

Represent others through their play in more accurate ways.

Model painting and its process.

Support less confident children.

KINDERGARTEN YEAR – K5

Children will learn to: Learning opportunities are provided by staff who:

COMMUNICATION & LANGUAGE
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Listening and Attention

Maintain attention, concentrate and sit appropriately when required.  

Listen carefully to, and retain details, of stories and conversations. Have 
two-channelled attention: 

‘Listen and do’ for a short period of time.

Expect and support good listening skills: including eg in social conversation 
and when leading the ‘waiting game’ and giving the others turns.

Tell more complex stories.

Include games in the separate afternoons for the K5 children where listening
is key to the game.

Understanding

Carry out detailed sequential instructions. 

Become able to understand more complex stories, without props, and have 
a more sophisticated understanding of nuance. 

Listen and respond to ideas expressed by others in conversation or 
discussion – and might modify their words for better understanding.

Provide opportunities such as puppet shows for reproducing stories.

Tell long fairy tales and read chapter books to the K5 children.

Speaking

Use speech to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and 
events. 

Link statements and keep to a main theme or intention.  

Extend their vocabulary, exploring the meaning and sounds of new words, 
and using it in imaginative ways to add information, express ideas or explain 
events.  

Show awareness of the listener, responding to their actions, reactions, 
responses and body language and might modify their words for better 

Tell stories with complex language eg long fairy tales.

Model language for negotiating and cooperative play.

Include ‘word-play’ in rhymes/songs/ games.

Set up collaborative tasks to support / enable children to 
co-operate/negotiate.
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understanding.  

Recount experiences coherently.

Recount experiences and imagine possibilities.

Tell stories with increasing complexity.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Moving and Handling

Have a high level of spatial awareness, demonstrating competence in 
judging time, distance and trajectory. 

Assess risk, and be more resilient when encountering physical challenges. 

Use a wide range of tools and mark making equipment with a high level of 
skill and purpose, including needles, scissors, crayons, paintbrushes - and 
pencils, using correct grip. 

Skip, hop and jump.

Offer games with skipping, bean bag catching in K5 afternoons.  

Provide indoor and outdoor play areas with a wide range of physical 
opportunities; eg to climb, jump, throw. 

Expect good participation in ringtime / eurythmy.

Health and Self-Care

Demonstrate effective self-care with a high level of independence, washing 
hands, managing buttons, laces etc.  

Make healthy choices in relation to healthy eating and exercise, and can 
articulate this. 

Help to take care of younger and/or less able children.

Provide opportunities for the K5 children to help others.

Expect that they have good hygiene habits.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Self Confidence

Actively plan and seek out challenge and new activities to try. 

Take on a leadership role in play, planning and managing. 

Have confidence in their ideas and opinions. 

Talk about things they do not find easy. 

Have a positive self-image. 

Be resourceful in finding support or information.

Provide opportunities for K5 children to take lead roles and to work 
independently of adults eg in preparing bread dough or setting up the 
birthday table with little or no adult help.

Managing Feelings

Have a sense of conscience and morality.

Be able to make decisions about their actions that are independent of the 
behaviour of the wider group. 

Listen to and follow instructions with thought and care. 

Be mindful of others’ needs and feelings. 

Stop and think before acting.

Wait for things they want

Expect and support responsible behaviour and independent working.

Give more complex instructions.

Set and maintain appropriate boundaries.

Making Relationships

Play games with rules. Provide activities and tasks for turn taking and co-operative working.
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Enjoy others’ ideas and take them into account  in play. 

Negotiate successfully, differentiating communication and instructions to 
the age and receptivity of the children they are playing with.  

Resolve minor disagreements through listening to

others and finding a solution. 

Understand that being mean to others is unacceptable.

Tell fairy tales / stories which contain appropriate moral themes.

LITERACY

Reading and Writing

Listen to and identify indoor and outdoor sounds.  

Listen to and make animal sounds.  

Respond to instruments/noise makers as they are being played.  

Remember and repeat a rhythm.  

Discriminate and copy loud, fierce, rough, squeaky, smooth, bumpy, high, 
low, wobbly sounds. 

Sing songs with actions of varying speeds.  

Distinguish between sounds and remember patterns of sound.  

Use their voice to make slow, fast, quiet, loud, long, short sounds.  

Join in with songs and rhymes, moving in time to the beat: slow, fast, 
skipping, marching, etc.  

Provide opportunities for recognising their own and others’ names - eg 
Christmas post elves; reading chair names before snack - and support them 
in this.

Provide opportunities for writing their own and others’ names – eg name 
labels for crafts, baking – and support them in this.

Provide opportunities for other writing eg recipes, signs – and support them 
in this.

Use more complex games and rhymes to promote phonological awareness 
eg in their separate afternoon.

Encourage / extend word games played eg at snack table.
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Recognise rhyming words.  

Make up my own rhymes.  

Join in with simple tongue twisters.  

Join in with songs and verses that include alliteration.  

Articulate sounds clearly.  

Make voice sounds, eg hiss like a snake (sssss).  

Use different voice sounds during play.  

Add sounds to a story by whispering, growling, shouting, etc.  

Experience syllables through rhythm in songs.  

Experience blending and segmenting through rhyming couplets. 

Copy sound talk.

Have a conceptual understanding of text as speech on paper. 

Demonstrate a desire to communicate through the medium of text, and joy 
and curiosity around emergent reading and writing. 

Have the physical skills necessary to begin to learn to read and write in a 
more formal way, including eye tracking and fine motor skills (e.g. able to 
sew and use both block and stick crayons with tripod grip). 

Be conscious in mark making, decide what shapes or words to draw or write,
and represent these on paper. 
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Copy letters, including their own name. 

Write their own name.  

Enjoy drawing and/or writing opportunities.

Use vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly influenced by their
experience of books (heard or read).  

Enjoy an increasing range of books (looking at/reading).

MATHEMATICS

Number

I have a practical understanding of number and its application, including 1-
to-1 correspondence. I count with confidence to 20 and beyond. I 
understand division, sharing from a whole to equal parts. I can solve 
practical problems that involve combining groups of e.g.  2, 4 or 10.
I count objects that cannot be moved. 

I count an irregular arrangement of up to 20 objects. I estimate how many 
objects I can see and check by counting them.  I I use the language of ‘more’ 
and ‘less’ to compare two sets of objects.  I find the total number of items in 
two groups by counting all of them.  I begin to identify my own 
mathematical problems based on my own interests.

Provide opportunities for use of number including counting, division, adding 
and problem solving, eg table laying, baking, craft activities such as counting 
the vegetable seeds/pots in gardening, or water jars.  

Encourage children to contribute/participate.

Space, Shape, Measures

Understand the significance of accuracy in measurement, including the 
importance of using similar units of measurement (e.g. same size cups to 
measure in baking). 

Encourage / expect more detailed measuring and positioning when 
independent or co-working eg as ‘star’ bakers and during ‘star’ afternoon 
crafts.
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Make comparisons of size and shape. 

Order objects by size, shape, weight and distance. Have a conceptual 
understanding of money as a means of exchange. Talk about the 
measurement of time, using mathematical and everyday vocabulary related 
to time.  

Order and sequence familiar events.  

Begin to make accurate measurements.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

People and Communities

Have a widening interest in people and communities from other parts of the 
world. 

Become aware that others have different likes and dislikes, beliefs and 
customs. 

Become aware that others might be good at different things and have 
different experiences to my own.  

Enjoy stories about people from different cultures, life experiences and 
occupations. 

Be interested in other people’s stories and express these in my own stories 
and puppet plays.

Provide opportunities for sharing stories and experiences of the children eg 
in their birthday celebrations with the story and photos.

The World
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Become interested in exploring and problem solving, thinking about the 
world around me.  

Become engaged with scientific enquiry, making observations over time, 
noticing patterns, identifying and grouping plants and animals and becoming
familiar with their habitats and life cycles. 

Know that the environment and living things are influenced by human 
activity. 

Understand process and change, including seasonal changes, growth, decay, 
metamorphosis. 

Know the properties of materials and purposes they are used for (cooking 
etc.) 

Become familiar with the physical properties of different kinds of materials 
through activities, exploration and play (floating, sinking, experimentation).

EProvide opportunities to learn scientific properties, eg in cooking, collecting
ice, etc.

Use correct terms eg ‘larva’, ‘chrysalis’ so children learn proper names.

Tell stories with environmental themes.

Technology

Enjoy using a wide range of tools and technology and ask questions to 
extend my understanding of how it works and why.   

Become able to use tools safely with supervision and gain satisfaction from 
learning to use tools in an appropriate way to complete a task.

Plan use of more complex equipment for the K5 children such as needles, 
peg looms etc.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS & DESIGN

Media and Materials

Express themselves using music and movement in increasingly sophisticated 
ways.  

Provide more complex singing and craft opportunities for K5 children.
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Add verses to rhymes and songs and experiment with language to express 
their individuality.  

Experiment in sophisticated ways with colour, texture and increasingly with 
form using mixed media materials.  

Begin to design with purpose finding their own artistic expression.     

Being Imaginative

Begin to imitate in a more conscious way to follow the teacher’s lead. 
Developing their ideas, and discussing them with peers and adults. 

Express their ideas through imaginative play, stories and puppet plays.  

Extend imagination through songs and stories.

Provide more complex materials and equipment for K5 children.
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A                   EXEMPTIONS AND MODIFICATIONS REQUESTED FROM THE LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT & ELG /EYFSP

In the exemptions application form, we have asked to explain why exemption is needed and how the exemption will affect children’s experience: In
brief and to add to the information below:  Parents carefully and deliberately choose Steiner education in order to give their children a broad, rich and 
imaginative early childhood experience in mixed age groups. The education and care is holistic, enabling and provides for their diverse skills and abilities, 
concentration and enthusiasm.  They do not acquire skills through any formal or teacher directed learning, but at their own pace through the example of well 
trained and competent adults in an enabling environment in which they develop life skills and which offers effective foundations for later formal learning.  The 
children transfer to Steiner (or Primary) schools socially competent and good communicators, with excellent physical abilities and skills.  They are generally 
enthusiastic and able to give purpose and direction to their lifelong learning. 

The learning and development requirement 
(educational programme, early learning goal,
profile assessment) affected

Exemption/modification 
requested 

Rationale 

Communication and Language.

Understanding: Children follow instructions 
involving several ideas or actions. They answer 
‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their 
experiences and in response to stories or 
events.

b) Understanding: Children 
follow instructions involving 
several ideas or actions. They 
demonstrate understanding in 
response to stories or events 
or when recounting their 

The Steiner EY curriculum seeks to nurture and protect the child’s imaginative 
world and direct teaching, questioning and reminding is seen as running counter 
to this. Although the teachers may answer children’s questions, these initially 
stem from the child’s own experiences and self-initiated learning. Teachers do 
not ask how and why questions to stimulate consciousness, or extend learning.
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experiences. 

Physical development. Moving and handling:

Children show good control and coordination in 
large and small movements. They move 
confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating
space. They handle equipment and tools 
effectively, including pencils for writing.

Children show good control and    
coordination in large and small 
movements. They move 
confidently in a range of ways, 
safely negotiating space. They 
handle equipment and tools 
effectively, including crayons for 
mark making.

As children are not taught to read and write before rising 7 in the Steiner Setting,
they are not provided with a full range of writing materials or any formal 
instruction. Children have the opportunity for mark making as in most cases 
crayons and paper is available. A  range of arts and crafts contribute to the 
development of fine motor skills necessary for writing in the future.

Mathematics

Numbers: Children count reliably with numbers 
from 1 to 20, place them in order and say which 
number is one more or one less than a given 
number. Using quantities and objects, they add 
and subtract two single-digit numbers and count 
on or back to find the answer. They solve 
problems, including doubling, halving and 
sharing.

Children orally count reliably with 
numbers from 1 to 20, place them
in order and say which number is 
one more or one less than a given
number. Using quantities and 
objects in everyday activities 
and play, they add and subtract 
two single-digit numbers and 
count on or back to find the 
answer. In everyday activities 
and play they solve problems, 
including doubling, halving and 
sharing.

Steiner settings do not teach number recognition (from written numerals) or 
written number formation before rising 7.  Steiner children might not have the 
opportunity to see or recognize written numbers: there are generally no clocks, 
the scales used are generally balance scales, and measuring is done without 
using measuring jugs with numbers. It is an established principle in the Steiner 
EY curriculum that a sound foundation for grasping mathematical concepts 
comes from allowing the young child to first experience opportunities to count, 
calculate and problem solve in naturally occurring everyday situations. The 
Steiner EY curriculum integrates mathematical concepts and uses mathematical 
language and concepts through regular everyday activities and routines of the 
kindergarten that involve the child in, for example; pairing up the shoes when 
tidying up; weighing and measuring ingredients when preparing food, counting 
plates when setting the table for snack time. 

Understanding the world

Technology: Children recognise that a range of 
technology is used in places such as homes and
schools. They select and use technology for 
particular purposes.

Children recognise that a range of
simple or mechanical everyday 
technology is used in places 
such as homes and schools. They
select and use technology for 
particular purposes.

The Steiner belief is that electronic technology, such as TV, computers, tape 
recorders or electronic toys runs counter to their aim to develop the imagination 
and nurture the child’s cognitive capacities by physically learning through doing.  
Children instead use technology that provides direct experiences enabling them 
to gain knowledge of how things work. 

Computers are only introduced later in the Steiner curriculum on the grounds 
that passive activity is not healthy; it takes away time to play; there are problems 
associated with young children dwelling in virtual reality that can lead to 
confusion/distortion of values and that it can lead to the over-reliance on the 
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computer as a teaching/learning tool

Expressive arts and design

Being imaginative: Children use what they 
have learnt about media and materials in original
ways, thinking about uses and purposes. They 
represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings 
through design and technology, art, music, 
dance, role play and stories

Children use what they have 
learnt about media and materials 
in original ways, thinking about 
uses and purposes. They 
represent their own ideas, 
thoughts and feelings through 
design and non-electronic 
technology, art, music, dance, 
role play and stories.

Steiner cites that research has shown that human speech and live music have 
many advantages over recorded speech or music in that all the senses of the 
child are addressed at the same time and that live music supports the 
development of the brain.  They also believe that recorded sound is not 
necessary in a setting where the human voice is heard.

The Steiner belief is that electronic technology, such as TV, computers, tape 
recorders or electronic toys counter the effect of their aim to develop the 
imagination and nurture the child’s human relationship to others. 

Literacy 

The Programme is:

Literacy development involves encouraging 
children to link sounds and letters and to begin 
to read and write.  Children must be given 
access to a wide range of reading materials 
(books, poems, and other written materials) to 
ignite their interest.

The two goals are:

i) Reading: Children read and understand 
simple sentences. They use phonic knowledge 
to decode regular words and read them aloud 
accurately. They also read some common 
irregular words. They demonstrate 
understanding when talking with others about 
what they have read. 

j) Writing: Children use their phonic knowledge 
to write words in ways which match their spoken
sounds. They also write some irregular common 

Complete exemption from the 
whole literacy educational 
programme. 

It is an established principle in Steiner EY curriculum that young children are not 
taught to read and write before rising 7.  Children are told stories rather than 
read to because the spoken, rather than the printed word, allows the teachers to 
tell the story in their own words to suit the group of children in their care, and for 
the children to develop their own imaginary pictures to accompany the story, as 
well as to develop concentration and a broad vocabulary from the stories told. 
Steiner say that well-chosen words and good syntax support clear thinking and 
lay secure foundations for developing language and literacy.

The Steiner curriculum introduces formal reading and writing at a later age 
preferring in the early years to put in place the foundations for reading and 
writing through developing listening skills and exploring sounds through speech 
development, and developing fine motor skills through play and everyday 
activities.

Children have the opportunity for mark making, but the written word is not 
formally introduced, although the child’s self-initiated writing is supported by the 
teacher when asked by the child.  In most cases children do not have access to 
pencils, rather the preferred Steiner block or stick crayons are used.  The books 
available are mostly picture books and children are encouraged to ‘read the 
pictures’ using their imagination stimulated by the pictures. The children know 
that print carries meaning from seeing adults using writing in the daily routine of 
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words. They write simple sentences which can 
be read by themselves and others. Some words 
are spelt correctly and others are phonetically 
plausible. 

the kindergarten.

Children’s language development is encouraged by the teacher modelling good 
language during every day activities, a broad vocabulary through storytelling, 
and using a range of poems, songs and stories in a daily movement and music 
session.

ASSESSMENT AT THE END OF THE EYFS: 
THE EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE 
PROFILE ( 2.6-2.11)

This section is for Independent Steiner 
schools and settings not in receipt of the 
funding, or who’s Local Authority has agreed
that it will not affect the funding. 

Complete exemption from the 
whole section on assessment 
at the end of the EYFS –Early 
Years Foundation Stage profile 

2.6: completion of the profile 
including 2.7; 2.8; 2.9; 2.10

2.11: submitting profile to LA

The Kindergarten Teacher conducts their own continuous observational 
assessment of the social, physical, spiritual and emotional development of the 
whole child in accordance with the Steiner ethos’ developmental stages of the 
child.  Observational assessments, which are usually recorded in a Steiner child 
profile, is an integral part of their practice and is an essential tool for practitioners
in order to gain an overview of the child. The profile is particularly relevant when 
the child is about to move up to Class 1 (age 6+ ) in the Steiner school, where a 
summative evaluation of the child is passed on to the Class 1 teacher and 
shared with parents. The child’s developmental progress is discussed regularly 
with parents in the form of individual meetings and written reports.

To complete and submit the EYFS profile against goals, some of which conflict 
with the Steiner curriculum, (and from which they are exempt), is incompatible 
with their method of assessment. The children from schools that have requested 
exemption from the profile generally remain in Steiner schools and continue to 
Class 1 at rising 7 therefore the profile is not needed to inform Reception or Year
1 teachers in mainstream schools.  If they do transfer to other schools, a 
thorough report is given to the next teacher via the parents.

Parents also object to their child being assessed and the data collection on a set 
of goals (the ELG profile scores) which are not fundamental to Steiner Waldorf 
ethos and practice.
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B       ALDER BRIDGE SCHOOL - INDICATIVE OUTLINE SHOWING THE CURRICULAR PURPOSE OF SOME ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AGED 5 & 6
AREAS OF 
LEARNING

COMMUNICATION 
AND LANGUAGE

PHYSICAL 
DEVELOPMENT

PERSONAL, SOCIAL 
AND EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

LITERACY MATHEMATICS UNDERSTANDING 
THE WORLD

EXPRESSIVE ARTS 
AND DESIGN

SW ACTIVITIES

Stories, songs, 
ringtime 
movement and 
rhymes

Rich vocabulary, 
listens attentively 
and concentrates, 
imaginative use of 
word (riddles and 
made up rhymes), 
listening and 
understanding, 
appropriate use of 
vocabulary, aural 
memory dev., 

Uses appropriate 
gestures in finger 
games and in 
movement, (e.g. 
rabbit hopping, 
raking, chopping 
wood, and 
skipping). Sits still 
through a long fairy
story. Hopping, 
jumping, clapping 

Sits quietly, is aware of
and listens to others, 
interacts appropriately 
and in turn, responds 
empathetically. 
Developing self-
control, self-discipline, 
patience, awareness of
space and others.

Rhymes, riddles, 
word and letter 
sounds, story and 
song repetition, 
memorising of 
poetry and prose, 
repetition of songs, 
learned stories etc. 
character 
knowledge, able to 
iterate refrains eg, 

Counts 
appropriately in 
songs and 
rhymes. Uses in /
out, up /down, 
quick/slow 
appropriately.

Relates stories and 
songs etc. to daily 
life, animals, 
mythology, history, 
folk or fairy tale or 
local environment.

Preparing birthday 
story table display 
with cloth, candle, 
flowers or figures.
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familiarisation and 
deepened knowledge
of each story 
(memorising told 
story e.g. re-telling in
puppet plays or 
correcting teacher.)

Learning sounds, 
tones, volume.

stamping. 
Developing 
balance, strength 
and dexterity in 
hands and feet.

‘Cook little pot 
cook!’ Retelling of 
stories. 
Understanding 
abstract (moral) 
concepts such as 
courage, patience

kindness etc.

Puppet shows Wide vocabulary, 
creates and adds to 
story, fluency and 
clarity, use dramatic 
ability and 
appropriate language
for characters

Building stage and 
audience area and 
using memory. 
Manipulation of 
puppets

Concentration, 
persistence (in 
presentation)  
confidence in sharing 
parts and roles, 
collaborative 
interactions (selling 
tickets, organising 
audience), taking turns

Link to story, 
making 
signs/tickets for 
show, repetitive 
and imaginative 
storytelling skills

Constructing 
stage. Making 
and selling tickets
(mark making), 
programmes, 
managing 
numbers of seats 
in the audience, 
refreshments.

Stage design design 
managing audience 
behaviour, inviting 
audience 
participation

Constructing theatre 
and props, making 
puppets, designing 
scenes, using 
equipment, 
instruments and 
material 
appropriately

Food and Drink 
preparation

Describes process of 
preparation and food
recipes, including 
cooking terms. 
Listens to 
instructions, follows 
processes.

Uses peelers, 
knives, equipment 
appropriately. Cuts,
chops, stirs etc. 
lifts, carries, 
balances, pours, 
manipulates cutlery
appropriately for 
eating.

Taking turns, sharing, 
discussing and 
interacting, negotiating

Naming fruit and 
vegetables, 
discussing 
ingredients, how to 
prepare and 
naming equipment 
etc.

Counts (e.g. 
bread 
ingredients) 
measures, 
weighs, works 
with time, how 
many children 
and adults to 
provide for

Where does the food
come from, where 
does it go, 
composting and 
growing, picking and 
shopping

Able to use tools and 
appropriate manual 
equipment such as 
apple press or peeler,
grain mill, whisk etc. 

Lays out fruit and 
food on plates.

Setting table Discussing with 
others how table will 

Moving tables and 
chairs, organising 

Organising roles and 
tasks, showing younger

Development of 
pre-literacy skills

How many to set 
table for, 

Awareness of social 
etiquette and 

Creating table design,
eg candle mat
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be laid, counting with
others, negotiating 
tasks

crockery and 
cutlery, precise 
laying of place 
settings

children ‘how’, 
confidence, 
persistence

counting 
crockery, cutlery, 
folding serviettes 
into square, 
triangle

Matching and 
sequencing – one 
plate, one cup, 
one napkin, per 
person, per chair. 

understanding of 
taking care of each 
other, the 
environment and 
ourselves

Tidying Develop 
conversational skills 
during activities 

Using skill and 
dexterity to stack, 
sort, sweep, clean

Taking care of 
crockery– ceramic 
and glass items

Being aware of each 
other and modelling 
practical tasks for 
younger children

Development of 
pre-literacy skills. 
Each thing has its 
place and purpose 
in the order of the 
room (as in a 
sentence)

Sorting crockery 
and cutlery, 
stacking

Being aware of 
hot/cold,

Understanding of 
finished articles, 
backgrounds and etc.

EG Where does wool 
come from, purpose 
of cloth, use in future
for home, school or 
play

Making sure 
everything is in its 
right place, finished 
properly, neat

Pre-Class 1 
handwork 
project: eg 
felting piece for
name label and 
sewing initials 
on bags; peg 
loom weaving; 
finger knitting 
skipping rope 
and / or bag 
handle; felt or 
papercraft gifts 

Discussing materials, 
tools, complex 
thought in design, 
using and naming 
materials, listening to
stories and songs 
accompanying 
activity

Manipulation of 
tools and materials,

dexterity for 
fingers, 

Using final product 
appropriately

Ability to take care of 
work, helping each 
other, developing 
patience and 
perseverance at task. 
Taking care of tools 
and equipment.

Development of 
pre-literacy skills 
(counting, marking 
marks for  holes  or 
other detail, writing
name on item, 
singing while 
working

Measuring 
(length, width, 
inches), counting 
(stitches or rows),
problem solving 
(does something 
fit ), pairing, 
matching, 
symmetry (e.g. 
antennae for a 
butterfly). 
Measuring, 
cutting lengths, 

Designing and 
making. Choosing 
materials, colours, 
design. Appreciation 
of quality and beauty 
of work
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for the younger 
ones

weaving in/out, 
left/right 

Drawing & 
Painting

Discussion of content
of picture, listening 
to silence during part
of the activity

Manipulation and 
proper holding of 
crayons and 
brushes, cleaning 
pots and mixing 
colours 
appropriately

Drawing age 
appropriately, 
appreciation and care 
for finished work

Recognition and 
ability to form 
some written 
words, letters and 
numbers, own 
name and others 
out of their own 
impulse 

Ability to 
recognise and 
form numbers 
and recognise 
age, geometric 
shapes (squares, 
diagonals)

Representation of 
people, seasons, 
trees, animals, 
house, earth, sun 
moon stars and 
rainbows, flowers. 
Keep colours clean, 
know when clean 
water is required

Imaginative, creative 
and artistic 
interpretation, 
drawing from heart 
and observation, 
using and 
experimenting with 
colour and design

Ball games and 
bean bags

Being aware of 
others  using 
language to 
communicate, 
listening, learning 
rhymes, skipping or 
throwing songs 

Throwing with one 
hand and catching 
with two, hopping 
sideways, forwards,
backwards. 
Catching, balance, 
co-ordination, co-
operation, agility

Observing and being 
careful of each other 
and environment

Shapes, numbers,
counting in 
sequence 
including 
backwards or 
using more 
complex number 
sequencing

Awareness of others, 
environment so that 
it does not get 
damaged by 
equipment

Possibility of making 
felt balls; designing 
skipping handles, 
using choice of 
colours for string; 
using dyeing for the 
strings.
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Birthdays Discussing birthdays, 
families, parties and 
celebrations. 
Listening to own and 
others’ individually 
created birthday 
stories.

Awareness and 
noticing difference 
in growing older, 
physical changes

Discussion of age, 
awareness of age 
difference, care of 
each other and 
younger children, 
learning patience

Drawing pictures 
for the birthday 
book; sometimes 
writing name

Counting age, 
drawing right  
number of stars; 
putting correct 
number of 
candles on cake 

Awareness of status 
in family, months of 
year, involvement of 
family in celebration

Making setting 
beautiful with 
birthday table, 
clothing  and special 
events with parents

Festivals Stories, puppet 
shows, movement 
and songs in 
anticipation of and 
during festivals, 
discussion of past 
and future events

Remembering past 
and anticipating  
future events, 
making craft or 
food

Being active in working
together with others in
preparation and during
the celebration or 
event, understanding 
the special nature of a 
festival, awe and 
wonder – reverential 
mood.

Drawing pictures or
cards for 
celebrations, 
perhaps writing 
inside-

Counting the days
to the event,  
using mathe- 
matical concepts 
to make  items 
such as lanterns, 
biscuits, gifts for 
Christmas 
baskets, growing 
grass in Easter 
baskets etc.

Understanding the 
meaning of festival 
through stories or 
activity, including 
commonality or 
difference between 
cultures and 
embracing these with
others (children 
family and friends)

Making an aesthetic 
and beautiful 
environment for the 
festival, including 
decoration, food, 
songs, stories.

‘will’ tasks

-specifically for 
RC1 children 
and some older 
5 yr olds.

Eg: roles in ring 
times; adding 
removing stars 
on nature table;
making bird 
food and 

Understanding of 
task and importance 
of persisting, asking 
questions and 
imitating actions and 
instructions. 

Being capable of 
activities involved 
in e.g. cleaning, 
tidying, watering 
plants, gardening, 
raking, sorting, 
preparing, running 
errands, setting 
table, snuffing 
candle

Developing 
perseverance and 
patience and 
eagerness to complete 
tasks, taking care of 
younger children.

Remembering which 
role they had; and 
working out the next 
role.  Negotiating 
agreement for the 
shape of the bread 

Tidying & matching 
wellies, polishing 
tables

Awareness of 
time – hours, 
minutes, days, 
using counting in 
sequence to work
with time.

Working out how 
many turns/days 
left for the ‘star’ 
task; measuring 
ingredients for 

Importance of taking 
care of ourselves, 
each other and the 
environment (plants, 
animals etc. eg 
feeding the birds)

Making things clean 
and shiny and 
beautiful, decorating 
room, nature table 
preparing story ring 
or lunch table; 
cleaning items for 
birthday (candle ring)
and meal tables 
(lanterns, snuffers);
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putting out; 
independent 
baking

rolls. the bread baking;

Eurythmy Repetition of story, 
rhyme, sound, 
poetry, song

Imitated specific 
movements in time 
and space such as 
clapping, stamping 
to rhythms, 
balance, control, 
dimensions in 
space

Awareness of each 
other in space, 
managing self-control 
&  behaviour

Learning sounds, 
vowels and 
consonants 
unconsciously in 
loud/soft, clarity of 
speech

Rhythm, 
repetition, e.g.  
long, short, 
shapes, in/out, 
up/down, space 
between spirals, 
circles etc.

Imitative gestures of 
sun, moon, stars, 
animals, flowers, 
weather. Loud, soft, 
polarity

Expressing speech in 
movement, dance 
and movement, 
sound and pattern.

Play indoors Communication, 
Speaking and 
listening, expressing 
themselves, 
understanding, 
developing narratives
and connecting ideas 
and events to 
previous experience.

Large and small 
motor skills to 
negotiate space, 
handle equipment 
and tools. 
Coordination and 
control in move- 
ment, In building: 
physical under- 
standing of play 
construction, e.g. 
balance weight, 
lifting, tying 
together, using 
own skills and 
working with 
others to create 
play scenarios

Playing cooperatively, 
Organising play and 
instructing others 
without being bossy, 
considering others. 
Ensuring all have a 
role. Leading play. 
Making decisions, 
taking leadership role, 
being confident and 
authoritative. Empathy
play – being the other. 
Using imagination.

Able to 
make/draw/write 
lists, signs, flags, 
tickets, using 
emergent writing 
and mark making in
own style using a 
variety of materials.

Using 
mathematical 
ideas and 
concepts to 
organise play e.g. 
constructions, 
joining with string
or chords 
complex 
structures, 
building, counting
‘money’ for 
shops, using 
scales to weigh. 
Tickets for puppet
shows or trains, 
counting 
passengers etc.

Recreates real world 
situations – families, 
shops, garages, 
journeys, illness, 
birth of a sibling, 
death of a pet- 
replays both sad and 
happy memories. 
Adapts own play to 
that of others. 

Building complex 
structures such as 
houses, boats, trains 
and castles. Home 
play. Using a variety 
of materials and 
imagination and 
invention for the 
structures. Dressing 
up and role play. Able
to use props to 
express ideas and 
plan.

Play outdoors Talks about the Uses small and Ability to organise Communicates in Understands Understands and Understands 
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outdoors, animals, 
insects, herbs, fruit, 
veg and other plants, 
seasons and weather 
changes

large motor 
movements to 
handle tools, using, 
and constructing 
with, natural 
materials eg when 
creating a den in 
the woods. Sweeps,
rakes, digs using 
appropriate tools, 
builds, gardens, 
plants and 
harvests, able to 
climb trees, e.g. to 
shake apples. Runs,
jumps, climbs, 
skips, develops 
dexterity and skill. 
Aware of risk and 
limits.

others in games or 
play. Shows patience 
and perseverance. Can 
choose and pick 
correct fruit and veg 
etc independently on 
request. Understands 
ripe/ready to harvest

joint activities such 
as building play 
structures and 
playing on or in 
them. Learn the 
names of plants, 
trees, flowers. Read
signs of nature, 
buds, blossom, 
fruit. Makes and 
uses signs (twig 
arrows, pebble 
directions)

height, depth, 
counting, months,
days, length, 
breadth and using
terminology.

enjoys nature, 
different places, 
knows about 
community and 
environment. Can 
cook over fire and 
chop wood.

functions of 
technological tools 
such as garden 
equipment, water, 
functions of 
machines, handling 
of material such as 
sheep’s wool to final 
dyed product for 
weaving, making 
spinning tops or 
spinning wool, 
grinding corn, 
sanding and oiling 
furniture, 

Daily care of 
self, others and 
environment 

Talks about physical 
activity and body 
consciousness, 
making choices in 
food or play, keeping 
clean, toileting, self-
care. Able to express 
likes and dislikes and 
preferences. Notices 
changes in self and 
others.

Ability to 
confidently do up 
shoes, bows, zips, 
dress self and 
others. Brush teeth,
hair. Clean room 
and outdoors using 
tools correctly such
as broom, dustpan 
and brush, hang 
washing on line etc.

Helping self and others
and showing 
understanding of what 
to wear in specific 
weather, how to dress,
keep clean, clean 
others, toilet 
independently, serve 
food, pour drinks, 
understand 
importance of self-care

Recognises 
signs/names on 
doors, drawing 
books, labels 

Awareness of 
time, number and
using numeracy in
daily life and 
using 
mathematical 
language of daily 
life

Awareness of the 
importance of 
hygiene, place in the 
world, care of the 
environment and 
self. Knowing and 
understanding of 
similarity and 
difference.

Aware of beauty, 
colour, using 
clothing, 
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and care of others and 
environment

Memory Talks about past, 
present and future 
events

Calls up memory in 
response to direct 
questioning 
independent of 
concrete situations.
Activates the 
process of 
remembering 
without prompting.

Reminds others about 
events, and looks 
forward to birthdays, 
festivals etc., as well as
remembering past 
experiences and 
sharing these with 
others

Knows songs, 
stories, poems, ring
games. 

Counting games Understanding of  
specific points of 
time during the day: 
break lunch, ring-
time before/ after 
earlier/later etc., 
days of the week, 
seasons.

Performing in child 
initiated ‘shows’, and
own ringtimes

Drawing from 
memory, my house, 
my brother, 
recreating detail

Imagination Talks about actual 
and imagined events,
feelings and thoughts
able to retell stories 
in complete 
sentences. 
Communicates easily 
with adults and 
peers, rhymes and 
makes up words, 
understands 
instructions or 
direction.

Uses causal 
thinking, e.g. if one 
thing happens, 
another event or 
result will follow. 
Plans. Ideas are 
stimulated from 
within. 

Sometimes goes 
through a ‘fallow’ time 
when previously 
endless ideas for play 
seem to dry up. e.g.‘I 
don’t know what to 
play/do/ I’m bored’.  
This transforms into: 
Has an idea of what to 
play, and then looks to 
the environment to 
gather props and 
materials or friends to 
manifest the idea. May
reject class-mates for a
time, exploring critical 
judgments - this 
develops into new 
social interaction 

Is able to 
pronounce sounds 
with clarity, playing
with nonsense 
sounds and words, 
rhymes and riddles

Can imagine large
and small 
numbers – Stars, 
Sun, moon as 
distances

Can project into 
other situations. E.g. 
Imagine if…

Drawings of 
imaginary or 
representational 
scenes from holiday, 
story or home.  
Painting rainbows or 
house and sun. 
Building small towns, 
seaside or 
imaginative worlds in
the sand or garden.
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where the child 
guides/instructs 
others. 

Emotional 
maturity, 
behaviour

Ability to express and
communicate ideas 
and be receptive to 
others. Understands.

Able to sit still for 
extended periods, 
follows instructions
or acts in 
accordance with 
adults expectations 
or directions.

Ability to self-regulate, 
set aside personal 
desires and impulses in
deference to the needs
of the group. 
Intentions are 
increasingly receptive 
to being guided by the 
spoken word of adults 
as instinctive imitation 
activity recedes. Feels 
empathy

Appreciates the 
perspective of the 
other and will 
describe situations 
pertaining to 
others. Verbal 
reflections on the 
feelings of others 

Shares with 
fairness - how 
many each?

Appreciates 
difference - we are 
not all the same but 
we are all to be 
valued.

Likes to make gifts, 
cards for others.

C    KINDERGARTEN - THE WOVEN CURRICULUM: PSHE; SMSC & BRITISH VALUES; WELLBEING; RHE (RELATIONSHIPS & HEALTH EDUCATION)
           (v3 March 2021)

 Learning

PSHE SMSC and British Values Wellbeing Relationships & 
Health elements of 
EYFS PSED/PD/UW

RHE for K5 (5 
& 6 yr olds)

Curriculum Intent Health & Wellbeing

H1 Example of eating healthily, 
       rest, activity in KG rhythm

Spiritual: 
Festivals; other 
languages through 
songs/morning 

2  Extended time to play

3  Competence – 
    participation in 

F3, F4 families in 
       stories

C2 characteristics of 

RHE Policy & 
Curriculum for
Primary Age 
Pupils

Physical development

Development of good 
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habits H3 Learn through experience - 
       eg social learning in KG

H4 Emotional vocabulary 
       (through stories & 
        conversation))

H5  Stories

H6  KG hygiene habits (for
        sneezing, coughing, nose 
        blowing, hand washing)

H7  KG hygiene habits

H8  Stories; conversation

H9  Stories; conversation

H10 Simple body mapping   
         games; specific naming 
         when possible

H11  Conversation/example eg
         during KG cleaning 
activity;
         plant safety eg when  
         picking herbs

H12  E-Safety story; fire drills;    
         road safety habits when 
on

greetings; verses 
(respect and tolerance)

Moral:
Right and wrong through
story (rule of law); rules 
and expectations in kg

Social:
PSED curriculum

Cultural:
Festivals, diverse songs 
and stories, foods etc 
(respect and tolerance)

    domestic and ‘adult’ 
    tasks

5  Regular parents’ 
    evenings, e.g. talk on 
    digital media

7  Anti-bullying policy,  
    PSED curriculum

     friendships - story

R3 Manners – snack

R8 Modelled 
language 
      – ‘you can say  
      Stop! I don’t like 
      that’

O3 E-safety story

B3 body awareness/
      naming; kg 
      expectations 
      around physical 
      contact; elements

      of NSPCC ‘PANTS’
      campaign inc 
      asking for help by
      modelling, 
      conversation;

Curriculum content 
examples

Domestic tasks (including 
woodwork etc)

Play, Song, Story – incl 
healing stories, moral 
stories – Festivals, Snack

Curriculum content 
examples

To cultivate in the child 
the imagination, the 
ability to create vivid 
inner pictures, a 
reverence for nature, 
care for the environment,
respect for others, and 
interest in the world
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         walks
H13  Stories; conversation

H15  Modelling language eg 
         during play: “No thank 
you”;
          “Knock and ask to enter”;
         “Come and ask for help”

Relationships

R1. Developing language by 
adult
       modelling language

R2, R4, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, 
R13, R14 – PSED curriculum

R3  Stories; conversation eg 
       Christmas present surprises

R5  Encourage sharing ideas / 
       conversation eg at snack

R6 Extended play; social 
       modelling

Living in the Wider World

L1 Participation in domestic life 
      eg lay table, tidy up, cook
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L2  KG habits/’rules’

L3, L6,  Extended play, snack 
time etc
L4  Festivals; birthday stories

L5 Garden work; composting

L8, L9 PSED curriculum

L10 Play scenarios; table
        conversation

PSHE Threads (see: PSHE Association Programme of Study KS1-4): 

H: Health and Wellbeing

R: Relationships

L: Living in the Wider World

(See PHSE curriculum for references)
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SMSC (Ofsted definitions):

S: Spiritual: Explore beliefs and experience; respect faiths, feelings and values; enjoy learning about oneself, others and the 
surrounding world; use imagination and creativity; reflect.

M: Moral: Recognise right and wrong; respect the law; understand consequences; investigate moral and ethical issues; offer 
reasoned views.

S: Social: Use a range of social skills; participate in the local community; appreciate diverse viewpoints; participate, volunteer and 
cooperate; resolve conflict; engage with the 'British values' of democracy, the rule of law, liberty, respect and tolerance.

C: Cultural: Appreciate cultural influences; appreciate the role of Britain's parliamentary system; participate in culture 
opportunities; understand, accept, respect and celebrate diversity.

British Values

Democracy, the rule of law, liberty, respect and tolerance

D                   THE APPROACH TO LANGUAGE AND LITERACY IN THE STEINER WALDORF KINDERGARTEN 

Children in the Steiner Waldorf Kindergarten experience a play-based curriculum from age 3 – 6 years. Within this curriculum, Language and 
Literacy skills are holistic and integrated so that the children's language, literacy and communication experiences are embedded into daily life. The 
practitioners offer respectful support to the child's creative and imaginative development. This meaningful approach to Language and Literacy prepares the 
child for a more formal academic process when entering Class 1. 

Throughout the kindergarten session, there are opportunities for developing the love of language and pre-reading skills that are a necessary 
prerequisite for literacy. True literacy is much more than the ability to decode print and comprehend sentences, as it also includes a life-long enthusiasm for
language, story and the printed word. 

Some of the Principles underpinning SW early childhood literacy practice: 
∙ The adults regard themselves as providing examples for the children to imitate, therefore modelling good clear speech and appropriate conversational 
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habits of talking and listening. 
∙ Skills in listening and comprehension are fostered daily with storytelling repeated in order to strengthen memory, widen vocabulary and build imaginative 
pictures. 
∙ The development of narrative intelligence provides cultural capital that is powerful in its impact on children’s future learning and opportunities. Daily 
access to poetry, story and good quality picture books are fundamental foundations for pre-literacy skills and an essential aspect of the kindergarten 
session. 
∙ Differentiation is at the heart of planning in the kindergarten, teachers consider the needs of the children in their group, for example bringing increasingly 
sophisticated stories to groups of older children. 
∙ Daily ‘circle time’, led by the teacher in which poems, verses and songs, in combination with movement, are learned through imitation and repetition. 
Rhyme, rhythm and alliteration are included in these sessions, extending vocabulary, phonological awareness and strengthening capacities of memory and 
imagination. 
∙ Time each day for self-initiated play. The children are free to devise, construct and develop their own games which require explanation, discussion, 
negotiation, evaluation and review. Play will often involve an understanding of narrative, environment, character and rules. Play supports children’s 
cognition of the symbolic representation of concepts or objects and is an important pre-literacy skill 
∙ Artistic activities are included daily and chosen to support the development of a healthy aesthetic sense. These activities, including painting, drawing and 
craftwork of many kinds are stimulation for oral and lay the foundations for written literacy and will include the use of instructions, sequencing, the 
understanding of process and development of powers of concentration. 
∙ Similarly, the domestic activities of food preparation, serving and clearing away, care of the room and of the garden are also natural and meaningful 
prompts to expanding oral literacy. 
∙ Examples of the use of the written and printed word will be part of everyday kindergarten life. There are pictures and posters in the cloakroom, letters and
fliers for parents, registers in daily use, controls on cookers and heaters and name labels. The children will see adults using reading and writing as a natural 
part of life. Through their imitative capacities, children will copy these adults’ activities in their play.
∙ There are well-chosen picture books available for the children. Adults will demonstrate how books are used, cared for and to be respected. 
∙ Children with English as an additional language learn fast in this environment, and help is given to the parents by sharing books, stories, songs etc. with 
home. 

The curriculum is delivered through a planned, balanced combination of activities to engage the children in areas which they would not easily 
discover for themselves without adult intervention, as well as a safe, peaceful environment in which to practice them within a group and independently. 
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This early years strategy, with its slower introduction of formal reading and writing, generates a very ready assimilation of these skills from the age of 6 1 /2 
– 7years. 

Before the start of Class 1, the children have already developed good listening habits, memory, picture building and can work independently and 
with individuality. There is a continuing emphasis on fine motor skills, working sequentially, visual and auditory discrimination through games and varied 

artistic activities – designed for maximum effectiveness 

Next Review April 2022
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